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[57] ABSTRACT

A video field-production control system is adapted for
use with video cameras supplied by various manufactur-
ers, including cameras that utilize cable-oriented
remote-control units associated with electronic news

gatherings (ENG). An industry standard mounting
frame holds a central control unit with interface mode

ules dedicated to each camera to be used by the system,
as well as a power supply, master synchronization gen-
erator and production switcher, all common to each
installed interface module. In addition to providing
customized connecters and cables to the attached equip-
ment, each module provides for cable compensation
and gain adjustment of composite and component video
signals from the camera to the switcher plus phase ad-
justment of the master sync signal to the camera
through an adapter further capable of providing the
voltages necessary to power the camera.

17 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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